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Abstract 

Voice Thread, Prezi, Voki  and other tech tools might be considered the next “shiny objects” to 
chase, but this computer lab experience will give the opportunity to experiment with, apply and 
demonstrate the use of web based applications that can strengthen an educational program or 
be utilized among coworkers as collaborative tools.  They’re nothing to be afraid of... give them 
a try. 
 

Background 
There are new opportunities for practitioners who work with children, youth and families in the 
21st Century.  Audiences who were once challenged to access information or interact with 
peers from a different community due to geography, time, finances or opportunity, can now 
engage in learning environments together through distance technology.   It is imperative that 
educational institutions stay relevant in current technologies and that practitioners facilitate 
youth engagement with media (Ito, 2008).  Therefore, to be successful in today’s learning 
communities, programs will benefit from using multiple technological tools in their work and 
communication efforts (Ingram, 2005).  
 

Computer Lab Description 
The computer lab highlights several web based tools the presenters have found instrumental for 
working and communicating with children, youth and families.  The lab is based on the 
experiential learning model, in which the participants:  (1) experience a web based technology 
tool in small groups, (2) share their reactions to and observations of the tool, (3) process and 
reflect upon the ease of use and validity of the tool, (4)  generalize how this technology may be 



 
 

utilized in their own programs, and (5)  apply and demonstrate what was learned to to the large 
group to help others consider how the tool could be used in other settings.    
 
This paper serves as a summary of the tools participants will experience during the computer 
lab.  (Note:  the presenters do not promote the use of these or any other web based tools.  The 
following are highlighted as examples only). 
 
Wiggio:  There are numerous project management tools available online.  Wiggio(.com) is one 
that is free, intuitive and readily accessible to anyone who is invited to join a Wiggio “group”.  
Wiggio was created by a group of college students who were involved in a number of class 
projects.  The students developed Wiggio as a convenient way to organize material for the 
projects and provide a space for communication that could all be stored in one place and 
accessed from any Internet connection .  The presenters are utilizing Wiggio for this computer 
lab to organize project groups, give instruction for the lab experience, and provide space to save 
the technology created during lab that participants can access after the lab is completed.    
 

 
 
 
Mind mapping: MindMeister(.com) is just one of the many free mind mapping products 
available.  This tool is utlized for dissecting complicated topics, planning programs, or exploring 
relationships within organizations.  The example below  displays a mind mapping activity in 
process.  The central idea of “This is Mindmeister” branches off in to several other ideas, 
including “getting started” and “my collaboration”.  Groups of people working in teams that need 
to brainstorm and organize ideas will appreciate this easy and useful tool. 
 



 
 

 
 
Voice Thread:  Voice Thread provides a platform for asychronous discussions and builds a 
learning community around a central theme.  Participants contribute to the conversation by 
leaving a “comment” that can be displayed as a video with audio, audio only, or text.  The 
example below is a screenshot of a Voice Thread conversation around three key questions 
used in an online course for youth practitioners.  The slide provides the central conversation and 
the participants around the outside are contributing original content and comments to others 
thoughts. 
 

 
 
Voki:  Voki is a free online resource tool that creates personalized speaking avatars that can be 
used on blogs, a profile or in email messages.  This tool provides a creative venue for 
communicating an idea in an online format.  The example below shows a picture of an avatar 
who comes to life during an audio presentation.  Users can pick from a variety of avatars (male 
and female) as well as multiple backgrounds. 
 



 
 

 
 
Prezi:  At first glance, Prezi(.com) appears to be a creative alternative to PowerPoint.  However, 
it is a free online presentation tool that can add originality to any presentation while keeping the 
attention of the audience through unique movement and style.  The example below 
demonstrates a “large picture” view of a presentation.  When the presentation begins, the 
screen zooms in on key concepts spread across the canvass that becomes your presentation 
screen.  
 

 
 
 
Ning: Ning(.com) facilitates networking within organizations or special interest groups.  There 
are Ning networks for sports teams, nonprofits, music groups, or...bird watchers that want to 
connect and interact.  It is the only fee based tool highlighted during the computer lab, though 
the fee for small organizations is reasonable ($19.95/year).   Ning provides a 30-day trial 
version for those interested in developing a site and testing some of the features. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
Anyone interested in exploring the computer lab Wiggio site should contact Kari Robideau 
(robideau@umn.edu) or Eric Vogel (vogel007@umn.edu) for an invitation.  The site holds all the 
links for group work done during the computer lab. 
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